Super Bowl Games of the 1970's Crossword Puzzle

**Across**

2. What was the last name of the MVP in Super Bowl IX?  
5. The Washington _______ lost Super Bowl VII.  
9. Who was the Pittsburgh quarterback in Super Bowl XIII?  
10. Who was the head coach of the Oakland Raiders in Super Bowl XI?  
11. Who won Super Bowl V?

**Down**

1. What team played in Super Bowl V and VI?  
3. Who was the MVP in Super Bowl IV?  
4. Which 1970's Super Bowl named co-MVP players?  
6. Name the stadium where Super Bowl XII was played.  
7. What state was Super Bowl VIII played in?  
8. In which city was Super Bowl X played?
Across
2. What was the last name of the MVP in Super Bowl IX? Harris (Franco)
5. The Washington _________ lost Super Bowl VII. Redskins
9. Who was the Pittsburgh quarterback in Super Bowl XIII? Terry Bradshaw
10. Who was the head coach of the Oakland Raiders in Super Bowl XI? John Madden

Down
1. What team played in Super Bowl V and VI? Dallas Cowboys
3. Who was the MVP in Super Bowl IV? Len Dawson
6. Name the stadium where Super Bowl XII was played. Superdome
7. What state was Super Bowl VIII played in? Texas
8. In which city was Super Bowl X played? Miami